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Scottish & Welsh+ HARP DAY, INC. 
 

HARP COMPETITION RULES HANDBOOK 
 

(RULES HANDBOOK) 
 
The Scottish & Welsh+ HARP DAY, Inc. (SWHD) sponsors an annual Scottish & Welsh+ HARP DAY of which the 
Scottish & Welsh+ Harp Competition (Competition) is a part.  This Competition is usually held on the first (1st) 
Saturday in May.  Check the SWHD website at www.swHarpDay.org for date, location, information, 
registration forms, rules handbook, score sheets (Solo and Special), Scottish Harp Society of America (SHSA) 
membership information, Welsh Tunes List, schedule, and updates. 
 
A Harp Workshop and Harp Circle are also part of HARP DAY.  This is held after the Harp Competition is 
completed.  Harp Competition competitors are encouraged to register for this event too. 
 
A.  ELIGIBILITY 
 

1.  Any harpist may enter the Competition.  The harpist does not have to be of Scottish, Welsh or 
Celtic descent but does need to play tunes of Scottish and Welsh origin. 
 

2. Competitors are responsible for reading and following the instructions and rules in this document 
(Competition Rules Handbook), as available on the SWHD website.  Check the Rules Handbook on the 
website for changes and updates.  Competitors are also responsible for reading and following the 
instructions and rules in the Scottish Harp Society of America (SHSA) Handbook.  A link for this 
handbook is on the Scottish Harp Society of America website:  www.shsa.org.  The judge(s)’ decision 
is final. 

  

3. The Competition is open to competitors from any state within the USA. This is a SHSA 
sanctioned competition.  Therefore, harp competitors must be paid members of the SHSA. 
The SHSA membership information can be paid via http://www.shsa.org/membership/. 
SHSA membership can also be paid along with registration for this Competition or other 
events.  Proof of SHSA membership needs to be provided at Competition registration. 
Harp competitors can count their percentage score from this Competition to other SHSA harp 
competitions:  regional, state, or national. 

  

4.  Competitors can play a non-pedal OR pedal acoustic harp: single, double, triple, lap harp, floor 
harp, bray harp, wire harp.  All harp types will play against each other.  No electric harps will be 
included. 

  

5.  Competitors are welcome to have instrumentalists and/or singers as part of the entry under the 
Special Category. 
 

6.  All music performed must be of Scottish and/or Welsh origin. 
 
B.  REGISTRATION 
 

The play order of competitors within each category is in inverse order of registration (i.e., last to register, 
first to compete). 
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Participant’s/Competitor’s Name (First, Middle, Last) >>EACH PARTICIPANT/COMPETITOR SUBMITS A SEPARATE REGISTRATION FORM<< 

     PRINT   _____________________________________________________________________ 
>Competitor: I have read and understand the rules and guidelines as described in the Scottish & Welsh+ HARP COMPETI-
TION RULES HANDBOOK, Registration Form, and Score Sheets, and AGREE to adhere to them. 
 

>Competitor: This Competition is a Scottish Harp Society of America (SHSA) sanctioned event.  I am aware 
that I must have current membership in the SHSA in order to be in this harp competition. 

 

>All Participants: This waiver must be signed in order to compete/participate:  I/we (competitor, participant, parents or guardians of 
a minor competitor) hereby waive any claims I/we may have for damages against the Scottish & Welsh+ HARP DAY, Inc. or any 
person coordinating or working with the Scottish & Welsh+ HARP DAY events, for any injuries or loss which may be suffered by the 
above named competitor/participant, their harp/s and equipment during events covered by this registration form. 
 

>All Participants: Fill out and sign separate PHOTO RELEASE FORM. 
 

_X______________________________________________________________         _______________________ 
      I have read and acknowledge the above terms -- Registrant's Signature                                 Date 
 

Address: ___________________________________________   City,  State,  Zip: __________________________________________ 
 

Home phone: _________________       Cell phone: __________________   E-mail: ________________________________________ 
 

 

Name & Phone Numbers for person to contact in case of an “Emergency”: 
 

Name:_______________________________________    Cell Phone: _______________  Other Phone:__________________ 
 

Will this person be with you on HARP DAY?   YES    NO 
 

 

HARP COMPETITION  (Check answer) *See Scottish & Welsh+ HARP COMPETITION RULES HANDBOOK 
*Age Division: 
   ___ YOUTH 
(17 & Under) 
 

   ___ OPEN 
(18 & Over) 
 

*Age = Age on 
competition day. 

*Skill Level –  
SOLO CATEGORY: 
 

 ____ BEGINNER 
 

____ NOVICE 
 

____APPRENTICE 
 

____JOURNEYMAN 
____ MASTER 

*SPECIAL CATEGORY/IES?    Y   N   Check one or more. Can add or change on HARP DAY. 
 

 ___THEME & VARIATION (Single Harp; No Penillion) 
 

___ HARP & VOICE 
 

___ HARP IN ENSEMBLE (Harps Only) 
 

___ MEDIEVAL STYLE HARP with PERIOD REPERTOIRE 
 

___ HARP & INSTRUMENT/s ENSEMBLE (Harp and Other Instrument/s) 
 

____NON-GRADED 
ORDER of competitors within each category is in inverse order of registration (i.e. last to register is first to compete). 
 

>Advance Registration IF accompanied by all items & POSTMARKED by APR 20, 2018 with fee payments are $15. to SWHD + $18. to SHSA 
 

>Registration Fee at the door is $20. to SWHD + $18. to SHSA & MUST register at 9:00am the day of the competition. 
 

 

Want to participate in “SCOTTISH & WELSH HARP” WORKSHOP & HARP CIRCLE X $25.?     YES     NO 
 

CIRCLE your Skill Level for playing the harp in the workshop:         BEGINNER         INTERMEDIATE & UP 
 

     Note: Parents & non-competitors/non-participants with you that day are FREE to observe.  Or register, pay and play with us. 
 

 

How did you find out about the Scottish & Welsh+ HARP DAY?  ____ Harp Teacher ____ Friend  ____ Flier  ____ Website 
 

 ____ Harp Conference  ____ Harp Magazine  ____ Harp/Music Store  ____ Other:  _______________________________ 
 

 

Want to “COME TRY the HARP For Yourself” – it’s FREE?               YES         NO 
 

PAY by Check & MAIL:  Scottish & Welsh+ HARP DAY, Inc. 
                                   P.O. Box 1193, Fredericksburg, VA  22402 
 

1) Completed & Signed HARP DAY Registration Form; ALL Events. 
2) If competing, provide either Proof of SHSA Membership or a 
Completed & Signed SHSA Membership Form w/CHECK for $18.00 
written to: Scottish Harp Society of America (SHSA). 
3) CHECK to: Scottish & Welsh+ HARP DAY, Inc. for Total Amount 

NOTE: On Competition Day: 
>Fill out a Score Sheet for each entry 
>List the tunes/composers/origins you will play 
>Provide a copy of your introduction/s for each tune 
>IF you will not be at awards presentation at end of 
Harp Competition, see Registration Desk to make 
arrangements to receive your Score Sheet/s & Award/s. 

of:  $            .        to cover the following: 
    Total for Harp Competition Registration @ ____ $15./Advance Reg. or @ ____ $20.00/At Door = $_____ 
    Total for Scottish & Welsh+ HARP WORKSHOP/HARP CIRCLE Reg. @$25.00 (Advance or At Door) = $______ 
 

NOTE:   LUNCH served for Competition attendees.      Need LODGING in Fbg? Reserve EARLY - MAY 5th is Grad. for U.M.W. 
 

 

                                           /       DATE & TIME REGISTRATION RECEIVED:         _____________am  / pm________  on _______/_______/_______      / 
                                           /        REGISTRATION RECEIVED by:                            ______________________________________________  Signature     / 
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For harp ensembles (all harps), each harp member of the ensemble pays a registration fee since all members 
will receive comments from the judge(s). For ensembles with non-harp instrumentalists or singers, the 
instrumentalists or singers do not have to pay a registration fee since they will not receive comments from 
the Judge(s).  Ensembles will receive one score sheet which may be shared/copied among members. 
 

Each harp competitor is to register and to pay a Competition entry fee as shown on the Registration Form 
available from the SWHD website or received via your email registration materials request.   The Registration 
Form, other registration materials, and Rules Handbook for the Competition, as well as a list of sources for 
Welsh music, are available from the SWHD website or received via your email request. 
 

The advance registration fee is $15.00 if postmarked by the USPS by April 20 and is accompanied by all 
completed registration materials. 
 

A registration fee paid by check the day of the Competition is $20.00 per harpist.  If your registration is not 
postmarked by the USPS by April 20th, a competitor must register at 9:00 am on the day of the Competition.  
The Registration Desk will be open at 9:00 am and cuts off at 9:45 am. 
 

ADVANCE REGISTRATION: To register in advance, a competitor must submit the following to the Scottish & 
Welsh+ HARP DAY, Inc., P.O. Box 1193, Fredericksburg, VA  22402 by the USPS postdate stated on the 
Registration Form: 
 

1. A completed and signed Competition Registration Form – Page 1 (one Registration Form per 
harper/harpist).  
 

2. Total HARP DAY / Competition Registration Fee(s) from Registration Form paid by check made 
payable to SWHD. 
 

3.   SHSA Membership is a requirement for Competition participation.  The harpist may: 1. Provide 
proof of Membership via SHSA Dues payment statement/printout, or 2. Pay SHSA Dues by check made 
payable to SHSA at the current membership rate.  A signed and completed SHSA Membership Form 
is also required if you are a new SHSA member. 
 

Complete your other registration items at the Registration Desk when you arrive: Items listed as 4., 
5., 6. and 7. Below for On-Site Registration. 

 
LATE ON-SITE REGISTRATION: After the USPS postdate passes, please register the Day of the Competition.  
To register the Day of the Competition, a competitor must submit the following to the Registration Desk: 
 

1., 2., and 3. plus: 
 

4. Provide a list of the tunes being played along with the composer/arranger and country of origin for 
each tune being played – Registration Form – Page 2.  
 

5. Provide a copy of the introduction for each tune being played – Registration Form – Page 2. 
 

Though expected to be brief, each harpist is to introduce each tune separately being playing 
it.  This is part of the performance score.  Pronunciation and a clear delivery are part of your 
scoring.  Notes are allowed, if desired by the SWHD at this Competition.  (This is different than 
the SHSA rules which requires the introduction to be made from memory.) 
 

It is sufficient to state:  
   

>Your name 
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>Place of residence (city/town and state) 
>Type of harp you are playing 
>Name(s) and Type(s) of tune(s) you are playing.  Introduce one tune at a time as you play. 
>Acknowledge Source (where tune was found), Composer/Arranger(s) and Country of Origin. 
>Optional: A little background or history with your personal connection to each tune often 
 adds interest. 

 

6. Fill in an applicable Score Sheet for each competition entry (Solo and Special) Categories.  If a 
harpist enters a non-graded category, it must be checked on the Registration Form. 
 

7. If not staying to the end of the Competition for the Competition awards presentation and 
distribution of score sheet(s), please see the Registration Desk to make arrangements to receive 
yours.  Awards will be held for only one year and must be picked up by the next HARP DAY or they 
will be forfeited. 

 
C.  AGE DIVISIONS 
 

For Solo Harp Categories – Based on your age the day of the competition. 
 

1. YOUTH (17 and under) Division 
 

2. OPEN (18 and over) Division 
 
D.  SOLO CATEGORIES 
 

Each competitor may enter ONE SOLO Category.  Each SOLO Category entry is limited to six minutes but does 
not have to be that long for the Beginner and Novice level entries.  Advanced solo entries are longer than six 
minutes.  Categories are offered at the discretion of the Competition Coordinator.  The Competition 
Coordinator or Judge may opt to combine comparable categories. 
 

Youth Division precedes Open Division in each category in the play order.  The competition play order for 
Solo Categories is from Beginner to Master.  Therefore, the competition play order is:  
 

1. BEGINNER - YOUTH 
2. BEGINNER - OPEN 
3. NOVICE - YOUTH 
4. NOVICE - OPEN 
5. APPRENTICE - YOUTH 
6. APPRENTICE - OPEN 
7. JOURNEYMAN - YOUTH 
8. JOURNEYMAN - OPEN 
9. MASTER – YOUTH 
10. MASTER - OPEN 

 

1. BEGINNER SOLO: (just begun learning to play harp) - Limited to 6 minutes but does not have to be 
that long. 

 

Play one Scottish tune (traditional SHSA requirement) OR one Welsh tune, either with or without 
music, so the melody is recognizable.   Beginners receiving scores of 80% or more in two competition 
years must compete at the Novice level their next competition year. 
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2. NOVICE SOLO: (received 80% at Beginner level in two competition years; OR is able to adequately 
perform in public) - Limited to 6 minutes but does not have to be that long. 

 

Play two tunes: one Scottish tune and one Welsh tune, with or without sheet music (traditional SHSA 
requirement is without sheet music), from two different tune categories.  Tunes are to be played with 
some degree of musicality.  Novices receiving scores of 80% or more in two competition years must 
compete at Apprentice level their next competition year. 
 

3. APPRENTICE SOLO: (received 80% at Novice level in two competition years; OR is able to 
adequately perform in public) - Limited to 6 minutes. 

 

Play two tunes: one Scottish air and one Welsh tune of contrasting style OR two Welsh tunes of 
contrasting style.  Tunes are to be played not necessarily at speed but with rudimentary Scottish 
ornamentation, rhythm, and expression and Welsh rhythm and expression.  Apprentices receiving 
scores of 80% or more in two competition years must compete at the Journeyman level their next 
competition year. 
 

4. JOURNEYMAN SOLO: (received 80% at the Apprentice level in a prior year; OR is able to give an 
enjoyable performance in public; demonstrates a solid understanding of the Scottish idiom; uses 
technique, ornamentation, rhythm and appropriate style) - Limited to 7-10 minutes long. 

 

Play a 7-10 minute program of three Welsh tunes, of which one or two Scottish tunes may be 
substituted.  The three tunes are to be of three different rhythms of contrasting style.  Any medley 
should be identified and introduced as such.  Journeymen receiving scores of 80% or more in two 
competition years must compete at the Master level in their subsequent competition year. 
 

5. MASTER SOLO: (received 80% as a Journeyman in two competition years; OR is a Scottish harper 
of the highest caliber with advanced harp technique and a thorough grasp of the traditional 
Scottish idiom, including phrasing, ornamentation and dance rhythms; OR is a Welsh harpist of 
the highest caliber with advanced harp technique and a thorough grasp of the traditional Welsh 
idiom, including phrasing and dance rhythms) - Limited to 10-15 minutes long. 

 

Play a 10-15 minute varied program of Scottish and Welsh music, which might range from an air to a 
march/strathspey/reel set (MSR) to a Theme and Variation (T&V). Any medley should be identified 
and introduced as such. Master Harpers/Harpists are seasoned performers, using their own 
arrangements and possessing a large and varied repertoire. Harpers/Harpists should be prepared to 
share these tunes as an additional part of their performance competition if the judge so chooses. 

 
E.  SPECIAL CATEGORIES 
 

Each competitor may enter one or more SPECIAL Categories.  Each Special Category entry is limited to six (6) 
minutes. 
 

Special Categories include both Youth and Open competitors together in inverse order registered; last to 
register are first to compete.  The competition play order for Special Categories is: 
 

1. THEME & VARIATION (T/V) (single harp) 
2. HARP AND VOICE 
3. HARP IN ENSEMBLE (harps only) 
4. MEDIEVAL STYLE HARP WITH PERIOD REPERTOIRE 

5. HARP AND INSTRUMENT(S) ENSEMBLE 
6. NON-GRADED (where you receive just Judge’s comments but no placing awards) 
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1. THEME &VARIATION (T/V) (single harp):  
 

The T/V Category can be an arrangement by a recognized Welsh composer such as John Parry or 
Nancy Richards or others, or it can be a four-, eight-, or sixteen- measure phrase which is played as 
the theme, or statement, and then played again several times and varied by adding notes or changing 
the phrases slightly.  Changing the key does not apply, but changing the time signature is acceptable.  
The last few notes usually are consistently the same in each variation.  Or present the T/V as 
heard/learned by ear from players such as Robin Huw Bowen, Llio Rhydderch, Cheryl Fulton, or 
others.  There are some lovely recordings that are as close as most American harpists may come to 
learning from traditional players, or other Americans who have learned from Welsh harpists. 
 
2. HARP AND VOICE:   
 

The Harp and Voice Category includes singing a song or story with harp accompaniment.  The harpist 
can sing a song or story while playing their harp or the harpist can play the harp while they accompany 
a singer (of a song or story).     Judging addresses the quality of the harp accompaniment, not the 
voice or story.  Is it appropriate?  Is it interesting?  Does it add to the voice/story?  Is the balance good 
between the voice and harp?  Does it entertain the audience? 
 
3. HARP IN ENSEMBLE (harps only): 
 

The Harp in Ensemble Category is when two or more harps play together.  Judging is based on staying 
in tune and keeping in beat.  Each harpist is judged as a member of the ensemble. 
 
4. MEDIEVAL STYLE HARP WITH PERIOD REPERTOIRE:   
 

The Medieval Style Harp with Period Repertoire Category is intended for harpists who play wire-
strung, bray harps, or other historic style harps with repertoire that would have been played during 
the period that the particular harp/historic harp was common. 
 
5. HARP AND INSTRUMENT(S) ENSEMBLE 
 

The Harp and Instrument(s) Ensemble Category is when one harp plays together with one or more 
other (non-harp) instrument(s).  Judging is based on staying in tune and keeping the beat.  Judging 
also addresses the quality of the harp’s part in the mix.  Is it appropriate?  Is it interesting?  Does it 
add or take away from the mix?  Is the balance good?  Does it entertain the audience? 
 
6. NON-GRADED 
 

The Non-Graded Category is when a harpist wants to play and receive just the Judge’s comments but 
with no placing award. 

 
F. JUDGING AND PERFORMANCE DETAILS 
 

1. SCORING & SCORE SHEETS: 
 

Harpists are judged on their performance of Scottish and/or Welsh harp music (and/or Irish or other 
Celtic harp music at the upper skills levels) in the Competition.  Scoring is based on: 
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>Scottish and/or Welsh style, as applicable 
>Harp technique 
>Musicality  
>Performance Skills 
>Criteria specific to each category.    Special Categories have their own requirements. 
 

Two types of Score Sheets are used:  (1) SOLO CATEGORY and (2) SPECIAL CATEGORY/IES. 
 

Upon completion of the Competition and all awards presentations have been made, the score sheets 
will be given to each competitor to help them improve their harp playing and future performances.  
If not present for the awards presentations and distribution of score sheets, let the Registration Desk 
know in advance.  

 
2. SEATING: 
 

Chairs are provided, but harpists particular about height when playing their harp(s) are welcome to 
bring their own seating. 

 
3. MUSIC STAND:  

 

There will be one portable music stand on site. 
NOTE: If taking the afternoon workshop, bring a music stand for that event in case it is needed. 

 
4. MUSIC - WRITTEN and COMPOSED MUSIC:  

 

Copyrighted, self-arranged, or self-composed sheet music is allowed.  State in your introduction if you 
“made the music your own” and how this was done. 

 
5. TIME DURATION OF PERFORMANCE/ SHORT TUNES:  

 

Short tunes are to be played twice through.  A tune is considered short if (1) it is around 16 measures 
long or (2) it takes only 30 – 45 seconds to perform.  Musical development is preferable to mere 
repetition.  For other than Beginner, the judge(s) may deduct points for any performance not 
achieving or exceeding time requirements for the given category and skill level. 

 
6. STOP/ RESTART:  
 

A judge may occasionally ask a competitor to stop (e.g., to retune).  If a selection is interrupted, the 
judge will usually ask the harpist to start again (1) from the beginning of a section or (2) from where 
the harpist feels most comfortable. 
 
7. TIE:  

 

In the event of a tie, a judge may (1) opt for a play-off, (2) break the tie using the score for Style, or 
(3) break the tie using the accumulated Criteria & General Impressions scores. 
 
8. PLACINGS AWARDED:  

 

Any or no placings are at the sole discretion of the judge.  First Place will not be awarded if the highest 
score in a category is below 50%.   
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9. COMPETITION ORDER:  

 

Competition begins with the SOLO CATEGORIES.  Then the SPEICAL CATEGORIES are completed.  At 
the end, if time allows, a harpist may request to perform in a NON-GRADED CATEGORY where Judge’s 
comments are received, but no placings are awarded. 

 
10.  SKILL LEVEL:  

 

A harpist may elect to compete at a higher, but not a lower, skill level in the Solo Harp categories.  
Beginners and Intermediates achieving the stated percentage requirements must move to a higher 
level the next competition year (January 1 through December 31).  Once a harpist moves to the next 
skill level, he/she may not move back down to a lower level in the future.       Special Category entries 
are open to any harpist at any skill level who all play together. 
 
11.  APPROPRIATE SKILL LEVEL:  

 

If a harpist is unsure of their skill level, he/she may request a skill evaluation by the Judge prior to the 
Competition start time.  This request ca be made at the Registration Desk.  Come early to do this. 

 

During Competition, if the Judge determines a harpist is not competing at an appropriate skill level, 
the competitor will receive scores and an evaluation but possibly no award.  In any event, the Judge 
would suggest the appropriate skill level for a future Scottish & Welsh+ Harp Competition and/or 
other SHSA Harp Competitions (that may or may not have more skill levels than this Competition). 
 
12. UNFORESEEN CIRCUMSTANCES:   

 

The Competition Coordinator and Judge will do their best to accommodate competitors facing 
unforeseen circumstances, such as an inopportune broken string, etc.  However, harpists who do not 
show up for their competition category will forfeit that class and its entry fee.  In case of illness or 
injury, the name of an emergency contact person and their phone numbers are to be provided by 
each competitor on their Registration Form. 

 
13. AWARDS:   

 

Depending on the number of competitors and scores achieved by competitors, there may be first, 
second, and third place award medals for each category; then a Best Scottish Tune Award and Best 
Welsh Tune Award; followed by “Youth Harpist of the Day” and “Open Harpist of the Day” and 
culminating with the top award of the Competition which is the “Harpist of the Day” award for the 
best performance on the day of the Competition.  See Section E.7 “TIE” information printed above.  
Scholarship(s) to the Somerset Folk Harp Festival will also be awarded as appropriate according to the 
Competition Coordinator and Judge. 
 
14. AWARDS PRESENTATION:  

 

Though not compulsory, harpists are asked to stay for the presentation of awards, usually held after 
a deliberation break following the Competition.  Score sheets may be picked up following the 
presentation of awards if they are not distributed along with the awards. 
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15. PHOTOGRAPHY:  
 

As a competitor, pictures or images may include you and those around you at the event.  These 
pictures or images may be taken and used by the Scottish & Welsh+ HARP DAY, Inc. to promote the 
event. Each competitor agrees to have their pictures taken and used by the Scottish & Welsh+ HARP 
DAY, Inc. for their business purposes.  Each competitor, or their parent, is to complete a Photo Release 
Form prior to the start of the Competition. 

 

Family/friend photography is welcome but no pictures shall be taken while a harper/harpist is 
performing for the Judge. 
 
16. JUDGE(S)’ DECISION: 

 

The Judge(s) may decide to combine categories at their discretion.  The Judge(s)’ decision is final. 
 
17. (HARP DAY) COMPETITION EVENT EVALUATION:   
 

At the close of the Competition, each competitor is requested to complete and submit a (HARP DAY) 
Harp Competition Evaluation.  Suggestions and comments are important in order: (a) to encourage 
continued participation, (b) to encourage other harpists to participate, and (c) to improve the event 
so everyone involved has fun and finds the event to be educational.  If participating in the Harp 
Workshop, please comment on that experience too. 

 
18. CANCELLATION:   

 

In the regrettable event of cancellation of the Competition due to weather, emergency or otherwise, 
policies regarding the return of entry fees are at the discretion of the Competition Coordinator due 
to expenses incurred in planning and setting up for this event well in advance. If cancellation is 
necessary, an email notice will be sent in advance of the Competition, if at all possible.  Be sure to 
provide our preferred email address on your Registration Form for this purpose.  Otherwise, 
cancellation notice will need to be given at the Competition location if it is necessary to cancel on 
short notice. 

 
G. AWARDS PRESENTATION AND SPONSOR ACKNOWLDGEMENTS: 
 

1. If awarded a Somerset Folk Harp Festival Scholarship, the Competition Coordinator must be 
notified of your attendance plans.  Attendance may be in the current year or the following year.  Your 
contact and Somerset registration information must be provided to the HARP DAY Coordinator before 
leaving HARP DAY. 

 

2. The Harpists of the Day will receive an invitation to perform at some events held by Scottish & 
Welsh+ HARP DAY sponsors.  Performance is optional.  Please notify the HARP DAY Coordinator as to 
whether you do or do not wish to accept these invitations to perform – see her about this before 
leaving HARP DAY.  Please coordinate performances through and with the Competition Coordinator. 
 
3.  If either attending the Somerset Folk Harp Festival and/or planning to perform on stage as a winner 
of this Competition, a Winner’s Letter of Agreement must be completed.  This Winner’s Letter of 
Agreement must be submitted to the HARP DAY /Competition Coordinator before leaving HARP DAY. 
 


